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HSU Women’s VolleyBall team broke thier eight game losing streak last
weekend against Western Oregon. The won 30-25,31-29,26-30, 30-25.
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By Kim
Starr Waiter
=

an extra $10 per student per semester,
HSU may be able to generate all of its own
electricity through renewable energy sources by 2028. The Humboldt Energy Independence
Fund, a project of the Sustainable Campus Task
Force, proposes using student money along with

.
ince
tie
ee.

ar

and trying to work through them.
“There is considerable support for the idea —
it's the details that need to be worked out,” Tanner said.
i

The Student Fee Advisory Committee held its
first meeting to discuss the fund last Wednesday,
Oct. 29. Tanner was the main spokesperson in favor of it.
Tanner feels that people's largest concern

is

raising fees in the midst of budget cuts. “Some
people feel that no student fee is acceptable right
now,” Tanner said.
Although

the

heips

spite

seven votes — it has already undergone several amendments. Originally, a special election was
proposed to be held this semester if SFAC decided to let students vote on the issue. Now, if it pass-

@8, it will be included in the general election next
spring, in which the majority of students must vote
in favor of the proposal.

The proposal also includes a sunset clause,
meaning that even if students decide in favor of
the additional fees, they will have the opportunity
to vote again on whether they want to keep them.

“There is no question in my mind that this is
an extremely important initiative and that it needs
it must pass with four use
Energy, continued on page 5

proposal

has

yet

to

receive

tucked away location
By Karen Wilkinson
Campus Eoiror
ith a shoestring
budget and 11 energetic volunteers, the
Bicycle Learning Center strives to provide skills to empower people and promote alternative transportation.

“Our mission is to help people work on their bikes so they'll feel
comfortable,” Miguel Flynn, a volunteer at the BLC and an environmental
science senior, said. “One of the best ways to empower

people is to help them learn to work on their own bikes.”
Tucked away between Nelson Hall and Redwood Hall, the BLC
is a fully stocked shop open to volunteers, students
and community members.
“A lot of people don’t know where we are because we're in a hidden spot,” Flynn said.
An HSU club since February of 1992, the BLC strives to “break
down the mystery surrounding bicycle service and repair.”
“It's kind of at a low point of use,” Eric Anderson,
a volunteer

and environmental science/appropriate
technology senior, said. He
helps about two or three people while working for an hour, but he
“can handle more,” he said.
Hours of operation are based on volunteers’ availability. For a
BLC, continued
on page 5
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Solar panels like the ones on the roof of CCAT could help HSU generate al
electricity provided that the Humboldt Energy independence Fund is approved.

oe

es and renewable energy generation equipment.
“Our goal is to create as much energy as HSU
uses,” Michael Winkler, a graduate student of environmental resources planning and research engineer at Schatz Energy Research Center, said.
At a rate of $10 per student every semester,
the fund would generate approximately $140,000
a year for the first few years. When the fees are totaled at the end of the project, the students’ cost
will be $15 million over the span of 40 years.
The plan was formed four years ago by students who were interested in renewable power.
Other power generation techniques besides solar power in the plans are methane from land in
Eureka, sewage treatment, manure, windmills and
wind turbines, which would be combined to create the most efficient campus in California, according to Winkler.
The money would be managed by a committee, which would be composed mostly of students
, that would decide which projects to fund and in
what order. In addition, the committee would explore the possibility of matching funds through
grant proposals.
“This is a chance for HSU to do something really forward-thinking,” Eddie Tanner, a CCAT codirector, said. He added that both supporters and
critics of the initiative are taking their concerns
op
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matching grants to integrate energy-saving devic-
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Energy: Student
vote next spring
Continued from page 3

to happen,” Jonathan Linton,
global studies junior, said. How-.
ever, he urged
students to be- «

come

familiar

clude a grant writer position
who would seek external funding to help main,
tain integrity. of

Students

must

‘students

must

pay

- not entirely stu-

to how

this money is going

=

dents’ responsibility.

Another con-

cern

deals

with

close
atten to be managed
tion to how this ooo especially

the actual fund
for the money.

0
—

iscovered that
the type of fund
suggested
_in
the original pro-

—

is =

with the amount

man
especially of money

: was recently

5
were

with the amount talking about.”

of money we're
talking about,"
Linton said.

Jonathan Linton allow
°°52! money
9¢s notto

Opposition

Way é0 you choose Primal to do your

the fund so it's

with the propos- pay very Close
al and to get to
know the facts. attention

NOT JUST A GOOD PIERCING BUT A GOOD EXPERIENCE...

global studies junior he

held

year-to-year;

at the end of each year it would
go back to the state rather than
HSU.
Another meeting to discuss
alternative routs concerning the
initiative is being held this Friday at 2 p.m. in Goodwin Fo-

er education to students.

rum.

money

were

fee of $5 a semester, one can
have access to the center if they

a,

ey

tional brakes, and anything else
their available skills and tools
can
handle.
minutes you
“Sometimes we
don’t have
all

Ask for Delicious Tofu Snack Products at these Campus Outlets ...
at HSU * The Depot * South Campus Marketplace and at College of the Redwoods
¢ Giant's Cupboard ° Jolly Giant Cafeteria

i

‘in 15 min- Can teach SOMEONE the tools, so we
you

teach

can

a valuable

they

use their
they can
the rest of their

to
a

lives.”
are

Donations
requested,

SNOWBOARD

& SKI SWAP

volunteer at BLC, appropriate provided.
“We're looktechnology senior
ing for more volunteers and to be open more,”
with small

noises,

dysfunc-

cs

An-

Danny Franks for the services

teer and appropriate technology senior, said.
Volunteers help

clap (NE ° ev

gion

improlot,”

but not required,

Franks, a volun-

¢ Dining Hall

derson said.

use the rest Of

Danny

adjustments,

have
vise

someone

a valuable skit can
lives,”

skill
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Continued from page 3

utes

bres

to remain

BLC: more volunteers needed

15

Avesta,

445-2609- OPEN NOON TILL DARK

Gill says the fund should in-

volunteer for at
least an hour a “In
week.

Sincshanoncageste

Sudieg

over

of levying another fee was brought up by
Caitlin Gill, HSU’s California
State Student Association representative. Gill said the trend,
especially in light of the current
budget situation, has been to
move costs initially covered by
the state's commitment to high-

excess

,
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THIS SATURDAY Nov. 8

at ARCATA HIGH 8A-2P ~
|
Buy & Sell
New & Used

Flynn said.

Bicycle Learning Center’s hours of
operation:

Ski's, Boots,

Monday: 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.

Boards, Bindings
Winter Apparel

Tuesday: 11 a.m. to noon, 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesday: 10 a.m. to noon, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Thursday: 11 a.m. to noon, 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Friday: 11 a.m. to noon.

Location of Bicycle Learning Center:
Between Nelson Hall and Redwood residence Hall

How to get involved:
E-mail Mike Chatfield, coordinator of the BL® at
*
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UPD implements new
data managing software
O
E
D
I
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By Michael Peters

our

change

was

the

need

manually go in and format [the

Starr WriTeR

ARMS],” said Foster. If an officer is sent on a dispatch,

SO

RE oi

eeeS

RIMS will automatically give the
officer any background informa-

the way it keeps track of

tion available. If an individual in
question has been known to flee

crime reports through new software, which complies with government regulations.
The UPD has: purchased a

from officers, the RIMS system
will bring up an officer safety
warning bringing the subjects
willingness to run to the officer's
attention.
“It serves as a tool for officers to have the information
they need,” said Foster. The
RIMS can also send a dispatch
to the officer closest to the targeted location, ensuring the
fastest response time possible.

$40,000 information system labeled the Record Information
Management System (RIMS).
Replacing its predecessor,. the
Automated Records Manage-

ment

System

(ARMS),

RIMS

“has been implemented to save
time and money,” said UPD

Chief Bob Foster.
As a recognized
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UPD

by the Clery

ype

time, incident type and any dispatch information are stored in

its memory. This information is

i
|
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mm
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Agency,

containing the RIMS. The day,

Seat

re

Law Enforcement

is required

then

put

into a statistical

for-

mat appropriate to Clery Act requirements.
Information
systems
such
as RIMS and ARMS are used
to gather statistical crime in-

formation in order to give such
reports.

In addition

organizing

to

simply

information,

some

systems can also assist the
department with dispatch and
customer services solutions.

RIMS is replacing ARMS because of its reliability and capability to assist the depart-

ment in many ways. The RIMS
has the Clery Act incorporated
within it, while the ARMS sys-

tem does not. “One of the bigfactors

associated

with

edges the dispatch the RIMS records how long it takes to complete it. “The system brings not
only quality, but tangible efficiency,” said Foster.

Officers will be spending less
time inputting data into computers and more time serving the
needs of people who require
their
assistance.
Information
concerning previous assistance
can be brought up with no delay
to get the aid the person needs
fast and accurately. “It’s good

that the UPD is finding cost effective

ways

to

ensure

working toward the upgrade for
the past three years. According

to Foster, the RIMS will have a
better interface with the new
911-system, which should be
up and running before next fall.
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safety

and deliver the best service
possible,” said Jared Morgart,
an HSU student.
“We need technology that
takes us into the future,” said
Foster. The UPD is currently in
contact with three vendors to
purchase an upgraded 911 system. The department has been

:

gest

As soon as the officer acknow!-

California

Act to report crimes to the Department of Justice on a Monthly basis. Every call to the UPD
reqesting some sort of assistance is recorded in a computer

|
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He said one

has to do more

than consume material goods.
“You're not gonna get but six
feet,” LaFayette said. “That's all
they give you, if that.”
LaFayette

paraphrased

Mar-

tin Luther King, Jr., when he said,
“Unless you've found something
worth dying for, you have no reason to live.”
He dropped out of high school
because he felt so strongly about
creating social change and “we're
not ever going to have another
time-period like this and | need to
be a part of it.”

Right after dropping out, LaFayette attended the funeral of a
friend who was run over by a truck
while in boot camp before head-

ing out to Vietnam. He said it motivated him to fight for civil rights.
“| thought, if I'm gonna do some-

thing, I’m gonna do it now.”

He told his mother, “! want to
make a change so you can enjoy it.”
LaFayette was a leader of the
second group of protestors to go

to Birmingham,

in the Freedom

Ride buses. He was a minor at the
time, and had to get his parents’
permission to go. He recalls them

Schnaizer

Dr. Bernard LaFayette spoke to students Monday onthe

saying, “Do you think we're going
quad. issues included respect for oneself and community.to sign your death wish?”

By Karen Wilkinson

“But

Campus Epitor
r. Bernard
LaFayette, a non-violence adavocate told a crowd of students that the
‘world will not change without inclusive-

ness during the sixth annual campus Week of

and where you are,” LaFayette said. “What's really important is what's in

your mind and soul.”

much

the “You'll be sur prised how

cangers
of nol seree: have
peopleto examine
you. You
make the effort, not

—__aravate ured

saying the dash between

say wait around for » someone to ._
an approach

live

you're

putting

of non-violent SOMething on that dash,”
minister, educator, lecturer and authority

te

social change L@Fayette said. “There's
== no such thing as stand-

ing still.”
He asks the audience, “What will you have on
your dash, what will your life mean?”
Our grandchildren are going to be in trouble
as a result of the situation in Iraq, he said. “After

et

his humorous manner.
This dialogue stems
from former President Clinton's challenge to all
U.S. university campuses to host national dialogues on race. HSU initiated a “Day of Dialogue,”
which has evolved into a week-long event.
“We have to learn to appreciate other people
and cultures,” LaFayette said. “The goal of nonviolence is to make friends of your enemies,” he
said.
LaFayette is a minister, educator, lecturer and
an authority on non-violent social change. Alongside Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., LaFayette was a
civil rights activist who co-founded the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee in 1960.
LaFayette had a conversation with Martin Luther King, Jr, the day of his assassination. Martin Luther King, Jr., told him the next movement
and globalize nonwould be to internationalize
violence.

ep ye

er,” LaFayette said in

Dr. Bernard LaFayette you

Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...

Me

elevator long enough,
they'll attack each oth-

you.

they find out who went after their grandparents,

they're going after us. Our grandchildren,” LaFayette said.
“You guys

have

discovered

this place,

but

you're not letting anyone know about it,” he said
after his first visit to Arcata.
People have to be clear about their owrridentity and demand respect, he said. “You have to be

the mode! and example,” LaFayette said. “You'll
be surprised how much people examine you. You

have to make the effort, not wait around for Some-

761 8th St.

camvenim PLD

On the Arcata Plaza

or reservations

822-6105

_

“does
not iachede gratuity. One coupon per visit please.
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of

one's date of birth and
death is the space representing life. “Every day

ON

sides

HUNAN *¢ CANTON *PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN ¢ DIM-SUM

explain hie. views on We.

if two people stand on
opposite

to

your roots, but culture has to do with who you are

denn tinned

“Psychologists

have

one to approach you.”
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apt

spoke

you

“This movement is about all of us. Ultimately it's
one blood.”
“The question is not who you are in terms of

Dialogue on Race, and

out about

ultimately

make decisions for your own life,” LaFayette said.

ported to Sempervirens, a mental health hospital in Eureka. -

a

1314 p.m.

Printers in the labs of Sie“mens Hall

were

reported

have been damaged

to

between

~ 8:37 p.m.
A subject sleeping in the
lobby of the New Music building was contacted and warned
about snoozing on campus. The
dozer was directed to stay off

Oct. 13 and Oct. 28.
1:41 p.m.
A fire alarm was activated at

»

,yRedwood Manor. Housing main-

A male subject was arrested

*. tenance was contacted and are
working on the system.
2:26 p.m.

‘for DUI of alcohol on LK Wood
Bivd.

Incense was reported being

. Monday, Oct. 27
12:23 p.m.
A male subject in Cypress
Hall was cited for marijuana
:
possession.
12:46 p.m.
The same male subject mentioned above was arrested for

Early Priority Class
Registration
for Spring ‘04 begins

making threats and intimidating
a witness in Cypress Hall. He

fa dill wade

‘ was transported to the HCCF.

1:23 p.m.
Maple Hail was reported to
have been broken into over the

weekend.

Unspecified

things

were taken and broken.

' $837 p.m.
There was a report of possible drug activity in an unspeci-

fied hall within the Canyon residence.

See \ your rena

uS7 pm
Under-age drinking occurred
in Maple Hall, an LGA reported.
4:26 p.m.
A backpack was stolen from
the men's locker room in Forbes

Complex between
and 4:30 p.m.
5:04 p.m.
A wallet was
g Lumberjack
© wwe
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p.m.

stolen from

a

locker in Forbes Complex in the
past ten minutes.

fj a Secon

i

2:30

Tuesday, Oct. 26
11:08 a.m.

A verbal altercation between
a Housing employee and three
subjects, regarding smoking on
the balconyof Cypress 6, was
reported. One subject refused
to give a name and was verbally abusive. Officers responded

*

ia

i

but subjects

were

gone

upon

" arrival.
9:41 p.m.
A male subject was arrested
for assault in the Van Duzer theater.

Wednesday, Oct. 29
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12:28 a.m.
A subject contacted in Sun-

ih he
the uneti, nas
aren 8s ane tar te Washing
s

set Hall was determined to be
unable to care for self and trans-

Sst

oe

iaatnts Pies olen, yet oi
veel Rey
Web
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www Sixstecine.cary
“Ryves

hoe

1

rs

Hin
reny

burned in the Power and Trans-

3:02 a.m.
;
A student acting intoxicated
and suspicious in Maple Hall

room

was contacted and went to resi-

was empty upon officer's arrival, however a strong odor of
marijuana lingered.

dence for the night.
10:23 p.m.
A robust smell of marijua-

Thursday, Oct. 30

na was reported to be coming

1:02 a.m.
A male screaming, talking
incoherently and banging on
doors was arrested for being

from the Green and Gold room

portation

Building.

The

in Founder's Hall. Officers were
unable to locate the source of
the scent.

drunk in public and probation
violation. He was transported

Sunday, Nov. 2

and lodged at the HCCF.
9:46 a.m.

ACena

A
East
sive
were

a subject from the south side of

vehicle in the Van Matre
lot was booted for excesopen citations. The cites
cleared and the boot re-

moved.
—
11:40 a.m.
A carving was reported stolen from the Natural History Museum.
1:08 p.m.
A vehicle in the library lot
was booted for excessive cita-

tions, but later released after the
fines were paid.
1347 p.m.
A vehicle in Founders lot was

booted for excessive open citations.
OF pm
.
A search warrant served in
Fern Hall turned out positive.
A male subject was arrested for
possession, transportation, and
the sale of marijuana.

Friday, Oct. 31

1:18 pom.
A vehicle was booted for excessive

open

citations

in the

JGC lot.
4:19 p.m.
A subject made inappropriate comments/behavior to a library employee. Officers responded, but were unable
locate the verbal attacker.

to

8:07 p.m.
A letter from Student Affairs
was delivered to a subject in the

the library and was anonymously reported to be a threat. He

was described as 50 years old,
6'4",

Leu

AP

oes dceggiial
é

pounds,

and

“could

cate a large puddle reported to

be at the bottom of the stairs of
Cypress East.
7:09 p.m.
A subject reportedly making inappropriate comments

women

and

was contacted

acting

to

strangely

at the east en-

trance to the library and directed off campus for a week.

Monday, Nov. 3
3:27 pom.
A wallet was reported stolen
from the Depot on Oct. 30 at 4:
45 p.m.
BIS 5%
A boot was placed on a vehicle in the library lot.

6:18 p.m.
A housing employee
reported a non-resident subject
going door to door selling artwork in Redwocd Hall. The entrepreneur was contacted and
advised of regulations and left
the area.

9:04 p.m.
There was a possible mountain lion sighting on Granite
Ave.

HCCF.

Phae thy

Conver

250

assault him.” Officers were unable to locate the subject.
6:21 p.m.
Officers were unable to lo-

t
thanafer 40%
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as Perseasontthat will.one 5 te-. Some. bite, ‘auch:

short

_egrine falcons and. snow
‘through ‘November.
~The
local: hunting ar- “geese, hug the. Pacific
coast, from Southeast Alaseas are the Mad
River
ka to the Cascade regions
Slough, Fay Slough, Elk Rivof Canada, Washington and
er, Humboldt Bay, Ocean
Oregon.
Ranch, Table Bluff and the
Then they shoot down the
South Spit.
middle of California.
Brian Noga a student at

HSU” who has been duck

~ hunting for 11 years said-his
“favorite local duck hunting
spot is Loleta’

443-8019; choice@humnbre-org

‘We. uses . a blind, which

www.humfire.org/choice
This ad made possible by grant 601-15503 with the CA Dept. of Health, Tobacco Control Section
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ducks. can't spat him from

Only the best and
the brightest possess

- As a member of “America’s

the skills and exhibit the
qualities that will make
an effective and respected

Shield of Freedom",
you will

in water so other ducks are
FROM THE SOUTH, TAME 101 NORTH TO
SAMOA 255, MAME A LEFT ON PACK ¢
ANOTHER
LEFT ON PENINSULA DR.
FROM THE NORTH, TAME 10! SOUTH TO
ARCATASAMOA
253. GO WEST ON 255 «
TAME A RIGHT ON PACIFIC AND A LEFT ON
PENINSVLA
DR.

tricked into thinking they are
lice safe: area. He also has

not only be making a difference
homeland,
saving lives, and
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in your own life.
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leader and one who others.

this —

responsibility come some
great benefits including:

* Great starting salary with plenty of
opportunity for advancement
_
* Allowances for meals and housing

° Free comprehensive. medical and
dental care

* Eligibility for retirement benefits.
a 30 days yearly paid vacation
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There are also many challenges to conservation of
‘these birds. .

ment for timber, agriculture
ands commercial develop-

officer. As an officer
in the J protecting
the environment,

are crucial. Along with

and Nevada:
A small portion of. the
birds, such. as the Pacific
Brant, wing over the Bering
Sea or the Gulf of Alaska be-

the air. or, ground. He uses - fore heading south along the
Pacific coast and through
- decoys, which. are’ plastic
fake ducks. made to float Humboldt area.
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Others go by way of the
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get millions

State to

fire victims

to help
EA

To perform at your best you've got to have the
best tools available. That's where we come in. We

are proud to supply the equipment and supplies

In response to the Southern California fires
that have destroyed 2,612 homes and been
responsible for 20 deaths, California lawmakers are hoping to put together emergency

funds for those effected by the blazes.
Members of the California Democratic
Congressional Delegation are hoping to get

Sports & Fitness Equipment
¢ Uniforms
Nutritional Supplements ° Solutions

$500 million in emergency federal funds for
victims.
The California Department of Forestry and
Fire Protection said that this has been the
’ worst wild fire season in the state since the
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early 1900s.
President Bush
area yesterday.
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Fire season is not
over in Humboldt
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The California Department of Forestry and
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Fire Protection has reported that despite the
cool wether and light rain in the past few
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days the threat of fire in local areas is still
.
high.
reported
only
Fortuna
The CDF station in

= Your Local”
Financial
Institution ...

40 get through the coverage from trees and _

- Member Owned
- A Credit Union

Due to the warm weather earlier this season, grass is extremely dry resulting in the -

brush.

suspension of burn permits in State Respon-

:

with

da

1/100 of an inch of rain, which is not enough

-Savings

*-Checking

4

- Auto Loans

Union focuses on
Vons and Albertson’s.

7

- Credit Cards

. and more!

sibility areas.

,

4

entered its
protesterks.
As the grocery-cl

mor

fourth week, union

AL CREDIE:

members removed their

briefs
Eureka theater to be
restored by Loew’s
The Times-Standard reported the Loew's
State Theater, most recently occupied by the

now vacant Daly's Department Store building

in Eureka, will be restored over 30 years aftér
closing its doors.
The owners of the building are planning to
restore the theater to its original look when it
opened in 1920.
The project is estimated to take several
years to complete.
They are hoping that members of the community will contribute to the project by submitting old photos and other memorabilia that
could be heipful to the restoration.

Governor appoints ex
candidate to cabinet
Gov.-elect Arnold Schwarzenegger appointed former Los Angeles Mayor and governor candidate Richard Riordan to the position of Monday of education secretary and
budget chief, to
Donna Arduin, Florida’s
the position of finance director. Riordan’ appointment comes with opposition from state's
teacher union.

The

union

wanted

Schwarzenegger

abolish education secretary position all together. The union in a Los Angeles Times article said the position is redundant because
the state has an education board whose
elected superintendent of public education

is Jack O’Connell.
The education secretary office is an advi-

sory position to the governor with 20-member staff and a $1.7 million budget.

Riordan did not run for governor during the
recall election because Schwarzenegger decided to run.
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Wildlife museum boasts an array of specimens
By Kira Rubenthaler |
Science Eorror
A glassy-eyed moose overlooks a
golden eagle with wings outstretched.
Yards away, a convoy of ducks relaxes
beneath a group of gazelles. Nearby,
over a dozen eyeless chipmunks lay
motionless with paws stiffly extended,
as they will remain for years to come.
These are some of the 1,300 species of preserved birds and mammals
that can be found at the HSU Wildlife
Museum.
The museum, located in room 228
of the Wildlife and Fisheries Building, is
a collection of skulls, skins, skeletons,
eggs and nests used for teaching and
research.
“| like to think of it as a library,” Tamar Danufsky, the museum curator, said.
“But instead of books there are skins
and skulls and eggs.”
In addition to the museum, there are
taxidermy specimens in display cases
in the halls of the wildlife building.
“Actually, quite a few people come
in just to see the displays,” Stan Harris,
a retired HSU wildlife professor, said.
Harris said he made an effort to create the hallway displays so students
could see the specimens when they
weren't in classes or labs.
“The mounts are available for them
to look at any time,” Harris said.
Harris said when he came to HSU
in 1959, the wildlife department had
a collection of about 900 specimens.
Danufsky said the museum now houses about 13,000 specimens.
The specimens are mainly used in
classes, Danufsky said.
“They use (the museum) in a lot of
the wildlife classes,” Dominic Bachman, a wildlife senior, said.
Bachman is a member of the wildlife
conclave, which won the National Wildlife Society Championship Quiz Bowl in
September. He said the team was able
to use museum specimens to study for
the competition.
“The museum's a big part in that

winning,” Bachman said.
Danufsky said specimens are also
available for research, and she recent-

ly received a call from South America
inquiring about what South American
species the museum possessed.
Danufsky said scientists used museum specimens to study the effects of
DDT—an insecticide that caused birds’
eggshells to become so thin that they

easily broke.

Danufsky said the scien-

tists needed to compare the thickness
of eggshells unaffected by DDT, but
virtually all birds had been exposed
to the chemical. The museum had egg
specimens from before the advent of
DOT, and they were used in the study
Harris said the museum differs from
collections at other universities because

it places such an emphasis on

teaching.
“| think we can be pretty proud of it,

Harris said.
Danufsky said she used to work at a
natural history museum, and she was
impressed with the museum when she
came to HSU.
“| was amazed that a university this

size would have a collection this big,”
Danufsky said.
Each specimen in the museum is labeled with a tag that contains the cat-

alogue number, ijformation about
where and whe‘d the specimen
was found and who found it and

data taken while he specimen
was being
length and
“Each
packet of

prepared—such as
weight.
(specimen)
is a
information on the

individual

and

the

popula-

tion it came from at that time,”
Danufsky said.
For example, she said
bird feathers contain chemicals present in the environment

at the

was

alive,

time

which

the

bird

can

used in research.

be

of several different
species of

chipmunks lie in a drawer in the museum.

“You can take a 100-yearold bird and say something
about its environment,” Danufsky said.
She said just 20 years ago people
did not know it was possible to retrieve
this information, so in the future more
ways of extracting data from museum
specimens may be found.
Danufsky said the specimens have
come from a variety of sources.
She said in the late 1800s and early
1900s, naturalists would go out and kill

species to put in their collections, and
some of these collections are were© given to the museum.
She said everything that comes into

the museum now is found dead and
mainly consists of animals killed by
Cats or cars or birds killed by flying into

windows.
Danufsky said most of the museum
specimens are study skins, which differ
from taxidermy specimens.
Danufsky said to prepare a study
skin she takes out all of the body parts
that could decompose—such as or-

gans and tissue—and cleans the skin,
which is then stuffed with cotton and
sewn back into the shape of the animal. She said a specimen can take
anywhere from 20 minutes to three
days to prepare, depending on the size
and condition of the animal.
Danufsky said taxidermy specimens

are fitted with wires and glass eyes to
make them appear more lifelike.

"We're

really

thinking

long

term

when we're thinking about preserving
these species,” Danufsky said.
She said the specimens are somewhat fragile because their skin is. Ory,
‘but they will not rot unless they get
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By Karla Rivas
American

Starr Writer

black bears have been

stripping

the Hoopa tribe of its profits by damaging the
Douglas fir trees on its reservation. The Hoopa
tribe has a timber-based economy and will lose

RR TBI

*Self-Rising Dough

RES CRORE ARCOM

IS
NBT BRN

one million to two million dollars worth of trees
annually.
The bears. are stripping the outside of the
tree and eating the sweet, sappy inner bark.
This prevents water from. entering the tree,
causing it to die.
Tree-stripping is not something that bears
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just discovered; scientists first observed treestripping in 1978.
However, tree-stripping has become a substantial problem on the Hoopa reservation.

There are about 400 to 450 black bears on
the 144-square-mile reservation alone. Another problem is that the Hoopa tribe traditionally considers the black bear to be their cousin;
therefore they refuse to hunt in order to manage

the bear population. Consequently, the bear
population is increasing, as is the amount of
habitual tree strippers.
“The Hoopa tribe is good with trying to do
what's environmentally right,” said Rick Brown,
an HSU wildlife professor who is studying the
bears. “This is a very difficult situation, considering that the people don't hunt black bears on

the reservation because they are of cultural significance.
“The problem is that they are losing money
and it’s a rural community that doesn't have
tons of money.”
The tribe did consider charging hunters to
shoot the bears on the reservation, but because

the tribal members

resisted, they abandoned

that option and pursued another.

(707) 442-8920
HSU STUDER

10% OFF withID!!

Instead of allowing hunters to shoot down
tree-stripping bears—like government agencies and private land owners have done in the
Northwest—the Hoopa have decided to use a
federal grant to study bear behavior and take
population management into their own hands.
Studying bears with the grant is aimed at
finding ways to manage the situation. Treestripping is only one of the problems, since
people in the reservation have to asad about

Vie are a new global import-grocery-retail

store opening
in Eureka. We carry products

gc

rong

pen Thai, Korea, Laos,

Vieinam, Japan and many more countries.

also in same location

bears destroying fishing nets and getting into
their trash cans and smokehouses. Part of the
grant is supposed to minimize those loses. The
grant money has been used for genetic analysis, biology and management for bears, bear
damage control, capture, tagging, bear dental
exams, public education, bear-proof garbage
cans, fencing around houses and the study of
bears in their own habitat.
They are collecting hair from stripped trees
and sending the samples to a Canadian lab for
analysis. If a bear matches the sample from a
stripped tree, the bear will be placed on a “target” list, which means if the bear is captured it
will be killed.
The Hoopa tribe has been capturing bears,
tagging them and fitting them with collars—radio transmitters to figure out how the bears are
using their habitat.
“We have been working on a three year assessment for the bear damage. We are killing a
small percentage of the bear population each
year, which is only seven percent,” said Mark
Higley, a wildlife biologist at Hoopa.
“There is no good way to discourage these
bears,” said Brown. “They are smart opportunistic animals.”

‘Clear cuts take out a big chunk of unwanted

Above and top right, black bears on the
Hoopa Reservation
have caused demege

trees in an area. All the new trees in this area
grow as a single age, promoting a rapid-growth
phase. By the time they are at the age of 20 to
30 years old, bears strip them, which leaves the
tribe with fewer profitable trees.
“Trees and the forest is their habitat, which is
diverse. We want to be able to follow bears in
different seasons,” said Brown.
Changing the way people manage clear
cuts—like leaving islands of older trees in the
middie—could create a different situation. However, it will take up to 20 to 30 years before it

goes into effect and the Hoopa tribe said it can't
afford to wait that long.

by stripping bark from Douglas fir trees.
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Can there be too much?
By Melinda

Myers

: | know

InviteD COLUMNIST

ing against “excessive” selfsaid masturbation isn't
pleasure. What's “excessive”
bad for people, but | is hard to define, and I've not
heard that masturbating more
seen an author attempt it. In
than four times a week is asmy opinion, the authors mean .
sociated with an increase in masturbating more than they
Prostate cancer. /s that true?
do. it is a normal, healthy activity. And if you want to mas: The simple answer is turbate, even frequently, then
that what you've heard
go ahead and enjoy it.
is
wrong. — Self-pleaIf you are able to meet your
suring even four times a day
obligations (school, personal
doesn't increase your risk of
relationships, work, etc.) then
prostate cancer, or anything
you aren't excessively masturelse—except
maybe
being
bating. As long as you aren't
late for class.
trying to auto-asphyxiate yourLooking at why you might
self, you're fine. If you want to
have heard that is sort of interuse penis rings or other deesting. For at least a couple of
vices to enhance your pleahundred years, society has at
sure, go ahead. Just make
various times tried to eliminate
sure they're removable and/or
masturbation. Some of the
stretchy so you can get the
methods employed have been
toy off when
quite
draconian. For exam-

you want to. In
other
words,

ple, up until the

don't use rig-

1950s

it

wasn't

id metal
rather stick

unusual for girls in
the United States to
have their clitorises removed in order to pre-

a

vent the feared, terrible consequences of self-pleasure.

Lest you think that only girls
have been traditionally denied
this pleasure, the “History of
Sex Through the Eyes of the
US Patent Office” has a few
chapters

devoted

Live Entertainment

that you've

to the

de-

vices designed to keep boys’
hands off their penises. One,
in particular, was a metal ring,
just large enough to fit around
a baby boy’s penis and scrotum. Inside the metal ring were
sharp spikes. The whole thing
was decorated with a cute satin bow (blue, of course). The
idea with this contraption was
that if the baby boy got an
erection in the night (a process
we now know is totally normal,
and unrelated to masturbation), the spikes would poke
him so he wouldn't experience
pleasure. Yikes!
We
have progressed
in
some ways, and most people
today realize that self-pleasure
isn't physically or psychologically harmful. There are still
cautions in some books, advis-
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a rubber O-ring,
bolo penis ring,

or a broccoli rubber
band. You should also
let the blood flow return to nor-
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Melinda Myers has been part of HSU’s faculty
for 10 years. She teaches Human Sexuality and
other courses for the psychology and women’s
studies departments. She owns Good Relations
Lovers’ Boutique, a sex-positive store in Eureka.
She is a single mom, with two sons to whom she
lectures frequently about sex and relationships. If
you have any questions you would like answered,

:

;

oe

but
with

mal after 30 minutes of play.
You could also think about
it another way. Your body
doesn't distinguish between
orgasm resulting from sexual
activity with another person
and orgasm resulting from
self-pleasure. There just isn’t a
way to physiologically differentiate the two. Your prostate, in
particular, would have no idea
why he's busy secreting fructose-rich sperm nourishing solution. All your prostate knows
is that you've called him into
service. So, if you had heard
that having sex more than four
times a week is associated with
increased risk of prostate cancer, would you have believed
it? That would certainly be sad,
now wouldn't it? How many
young sweethearts would be
lost? We would see strong admonitions to newlyweds to limit
their sexual contact in order to
save the young prince's prostate...Seems kind of silly in that
context, doesn't it?
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e-mail her at: mm3@humboldt.edu.
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By Sean Quincey Ormon Eoror
(J: How long do you think it wil be before products from
shelves?
the ch
cloned animals rea
JV: | think it all depends on the agency. If a
product is in high demand, sometimes they are
released more quickly than others. But when

there is a genetically engineered product in

question, there is fairly strict regulations and you
have to really prove it is not harmful to human

beings.
LJ: What are some of the major health risks of eating
some of these products?
JV: A distinction must be made between cloning
an animal and transgenic cloning of an animal
first. A “regular” clone | don't believe-poses
serious health risks as far as we know now.
Transgenic clones are different, though.

7

.

7

JV: Alone is just another animal with the exact
same genetic code as another. A transgenic is
when you clone an animal and then genetically
engineer that animal. That new variable of
introducing entirely different DNA into the body is
something we know little about and do not know
the long-term effects it may have on the human

Jacob. Varkey is a puitlaniar of
*s

eae

®

LJ: What is the difference between a tranegenic clone
and a “regular” clone?

body.

biological eciences at HSU.

LJ: How does this compare to cloning of plants?
JV: For example, many crop plants are genetically
modified to resist pesticides. Though this does
not have an impact on humans when they
consume the plant, one cannot say for sure what
the long-term affects will be.

LJ: How are cloned animals diferent from “regular”
animals?
JV: Well, sometimes after the egg is. implanted

into the surrogate mother, the clone develops

fetul
uld. That clearly
s awor
faster than a regu

shows that we are notin @ position to predict

what will happen. Though some successfully-

cloned animals do not live as long as the ones

from which they are cloned, there is no consistent
pattern and no consistent cause for this.
LJ: Would you eat food you knew came from a clone?

clic
one. | would
JV: If it was not from a transgen
have to do my research first, and | will if it
becomes a reality.

LJ: How do you personally fee! about human cloning?

JV: | am completely against it. | think that is where
we play the role of God. | think that is a pretty
selfish act.

LJ: How do you feel about cloning animals?

JV: | can see its advantages and how it may
alleviate some of the poverty and malnutrition
in some third-world countries. If it becomes a
cheaper process and we can actually grow
healthy animals, | think it would be wonderful.

scept

Lu: You've lived in Humboldt County for over a decade.
Ht food from cloned animals were legalized today and put
in supermarkets, how long would it teke for thie area to

the idea of eating cloned animale?

A: Probably never.
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What are
listeni
es to on your headphones?

GARY McCLOUGH
English Junior

As Eminem

TERRI BLACK
Bio Chemistry Sophomore
As Third Eye Blind

YEARS OF THE NORTH COAST
By Lucas O. Cebulski

RI

STAFF WRITER

production, sivone ttiiisctitg ditenia mibiielinn es
eligible for parts. Show up Tor a cold read and anything is

NN

possible.

ing its 20th year as Eureka’s primary source of live theatre.
The season started on Sept. 18 with a production of

The lineup for the rest of this season includes “Brighton
Beach Memoirs” by Neil Simon, “Hamiet” by William Shakeand “The
speare, the musical “Cabaret” by Joe Masteroff
for aucall
Final
Henley.
Beth
by
Miss Firecracker Contest”

Marsh. On Thursday, Nov. 13 the NCRT will begin its produc-

ditions for “

“We don't have any big events planned (for the 20th anniversary),” said NCRT artistic director Michael Thomas. “But
our first play was written by a local playwright and we thought
that was pretty special.”
For all of you aspiring stage actors and actresses out
there, all NCRT productions have open auditions. Acting experience is not necessarily required and, depending on the

up just
auditions for *Hamiet” will be coming
but ions
audit

The North Coast Repertory Theatre is currently celebrat-

“Rose,Colored Glass” by Eureka playwright, Susan Bigelowtion of “The Glass Menagerie,” by Tennessee Williams.

Beach Memoirs" will be held Nov. § at 6

tonight's
forsing
p.m. It's probablya litig:late.to start rehear
after the holidays. For more information check out the NCAT

Web site,

www.

MGRT.net

—

.

NCAT also offers two internship programs for college students interested in the theatre. Technical theatre interns

NCRT, continued
on page 22

BARRY MACHALE

Geography Senior
As “The World,” a program on
the radio station KHSU

rare Tiss

'

we would have shipments of hemp fabric confiscated by the federal government and they'd
STAFF WRITER
punch holes in hemp hats we had made,”
Hand said.
The punched-out holes were used by the
This Saturday, “hempsters” from all over
federal
government for lab tests to see if the
Northern California will come together at the
fabric contained any psychoactive properties.
Matee! Community Center in Redway for the
Hand is also the founder of Humboldt Hemp
Southern Humboldt Hempfest.
Foods, a company that makes edible goods
The Southern Humboldt Hempfest is an
from hemp seed. She explained how hemp
event of education and celebration —
can
be used for dietary purposes as well.
the uses of industrial hemp.
“Its the most nutritional seed on the planAccording to the pro-hemp Web site,
et,” said Hand. “It has a perwww.votehemp.com,
it is
currently illegal to grow industrifect ratio of omega threes and
al hemp in the United States besixes... | do organic blue corn
cause it is improperly classified
@ Who: The Non-Prophets,
hemp chips and hempseed
as a drug under the Controlled
|-Deals, Sherry Glaser, Amy
coffee
with whole
roasted
Substances Act.
Sorrell, Johnny Stash and
hempseed from Canada in it.”

Pa

By Daniel Mendez
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variety of the cannabis
plant. Co-coordinator of

Hempfest,

Lenda

Hand,

ex-

the Bagmen and more

belongs

to

the

Hemp

Although

& Where: Mateel Community
® How much: Free
@ What time: Noon to 9:30 p.m.

Awareness

Group, a coalition of pro-hemp activists who
have put on the Southern Humboldt Hempfest
for 13 years now.
“We had to do something to raise awareness about hemp,” said Hand. “For example,

Hempfest

hemp, there will also be guests

@ When: Saturday

there

who

will

speak

on

the

benefits of medical marijuana.
Elvy Musika, one of the few

federal
marijuana,

the

will be focusing on industrial

Center, Redway

plained how hemp differs from
marijuana.
“Hemp is grown for the seed and the fiber
to make food, clothing, paper and things,” said
Hand. “It grows one long stalk that could be
up to 8 feet tall... you couldn't get high smoking hemp.”
Hand

ee

that

dustrial hemp is a non-psycho-

Private

OO

plant

active
sativa

7

ee

7

The

recipients

of medical

will be one of the speakers

at the

Hempfest. There will also be some venders
present such as the Merry Hempsters from Oregon with their line of hemp-based body care
products.

Musicians such as The I-Deals and the NonProphets will also play for the crowd.
The Southern Humboldt Hempfest is this
Saturday beginning at noon at the Mateel Community Center in Redway. For more information
contact Lenda Hand at (707) 986-7759.

thur, nov 13

global

_ david lindley;
guitars

ee

& wally ingram, d’gary

sat,nov 15°
ee

Five Iron Frenzy tries to get closer to Jesus in an airplane.

Five Iron Frenzy plays
ska, the music of God
By Erin Miyabara

may just be your last chance

to see them live, or at all because they won't be touring
any longer.
The

band

is on

the

Win-

(as they're often referred to)
puts on an entertaining show,
complete with wacky cos-

HOLLY YASH!
|
king”
lion
“the
To ne ie brood way's

ics. To be fair (and to see just

how dedicated a fan you really are), the band has posted a dress-up request for its
fans on the farewell tour—and
in case you were wondering,
Thursdays are P.J. days.
After you roll out of bed—

bard Lane, Eureka tomorrow
night. Tickets are $12 in advance and more at the door.
Call 839-2347 for more info.

ci

geoff hoyle

tumes to match the wacky lyr-

ners Never Quit tour with rock
conveniently still in your pabands Holland, Bleach and
jamas—and hitch a ride to
Cameron Jaymes to end their
the show, you'll
eight years of
find that FIF will
musical monkey
JUST THE GIST
be showing a
business with a
video about a
@ Who: Five tron Frenzy,
bang, or at least
youth
center
Holland,
Bleach,
Cameron
a few bucks.
in Kenya, for
Jaymes
Over
the
Church
Bethe!
The
which
they're
Where:
@
years, the boys
(830-2347)
trying to raise
and girl of Five
@ When: Thursday
money. So far
Iron
Frenzy
@ How much: $12.
this tou f,
on
have made
a
@ What time: 6 p.m.
they've raised
name for them$10,000
and
selves as a silthey're asking that people
ly punk/ska/rock band. With
coming to their shows considsongs like “These Are Not
er a $1 donation to the cause.
My Pants” and “The Phantom
The money will be used to
Mullet,” you'd never guess
build a new well for a Kenyan
they were all Christians. Who
town.
said Christians can't have a
So if you like your ska with
sense of humor?
a conscience, you'll probably
in fact, the entire Thursdayenjoy this show. And if you
night lineup consists of Chrisdon't, you're going to hell.
tian acts. That probably exShow starts at 6 p.m. at
plains why this show is taking
Bethel Church at 2734 Hubplace in a church.

Religious beliefs aside, FIF

percussive dancer

from broadway’s

rom the pickle family

STAFF WRITER

lf you've never heard of
Five lron Frenzy, you probably
won't care that tomorrow night

ES all

“a hoyle in one”

peking

acrobats

the world’s premiere flamenco guitarist

a
ci
lu
paco de
& septet
eke’

ef mel els

Fe

call

for

a

free

wT,

brochi

eee7 826-3923
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SixiRit
vis
experience playing together. has been in live
settings 99 percent of the time, which we are

By Larry Marsh

used to and it's what we dig,” Vaughan said.

STAFF WRITER

If you're interested in live old-school funk,

and R&B instrumental grooves, then

t evening. The
of your
Vinyl may be the highligh
in Old Town Eureka on Saturday.:

Live” will be performed at Six Rivers. “But you
never know what you'll get,” Vaughan said.

it comes to live shows, as they have per-

Web

seven-piece band will play Six Rivers Brewery
The Bay Area band doesn’t shy away when

formed more than 800 since their 1995 incep-

tion. And a good amount has been done in
Humboldt County.

To name a few. local places, they have

played in the Van Duzer Theatre, the Arcata
Theater and Six Rivers — in

Mckinleyville and Old Town.
“Humboldt

junkies,”

Vaughan

bass

player

said from

Geoff

his Bay

Area home.
~“Vinyl's trumpet player Danny

By
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» Enjoy a room of your.own
» Pay as little as $330 per

access &

use our computer lab

.

» Stay close to HSU, the

Plaza and on the bus line

site www.vinyigreeves.com,

“Flee

Market” portrays Vinyl’s experimental nature,
and it’s their most adventurous album to date.
- It's their style to mix up the musical elements. For instance, one minute you might
receive a funk groove and the next minute
you may get a taste of dub reggae, which goes likewise for sal-

of all
sa, blues or a combination
styles mixed together.

@ Who: Vinyl

Where: Six Rivers Eureka

— % When: Setudey

“| think we play positive and in-

teresting music that makes peo-

@ How Much: $14 and $16 == ie feel good and want to dance,”
Vaughan said.
© “Met time: 9pm.

Cao said passing through the
area over the years has led the group
ways reunite with their friends.
“| like the physical aspect of the
ment,” Cao added as the reason he
trumpet. “You pretty much use your
body to play it.”

According

From the mention of the current album on its

.

great

has

crowds of music-loving groove

Colony Inn
Cut the Cost of

“Live shows are the best.”
The songs released from their three albums,
and some that have never been heard from the
upcoming January album: “Vinyl - All the Way

to jambands.com's

to alinstruplays
whole

nation-

wide 1999 poll, Vinyl was voted one of the top
25 bands in the country. Vinyl's recognition
broadened even further in February of 2000,
when Vinyl and Phil Lesh, founding member
and bassist of the Grateful Dead from 1965 to
1995, teamed up for a concert in Petaluma,
Calif. As they combined their touring.schedule
Vinyl become more widely recognized. “Our

To make people feel good and
dance is exactly what the band found with the
addition of Johnny Durkin on percussion, who
was hired in September.
“In June we had shows to do in Colorado
where our temporary percussionist was unable to go. We knew Johnny from Deep Banana Blackout and had him tour with us,” Cao
said, which later led Johnny to join the band.
Cao thinks it’s nice to have a huge audience at the shows because the more people
that come, the more fun it'll be.
Coo said, “The audiences response is a big
factor.”
For tickets or further info, call Six Rivers
Brewery at 268-3893.

Lesiie Nielsen horribly burns a man while an American Indian looks on in Scary Movie 3.

By Daniel Mendez
STAFF WRITER

The “Scary Movie" franchise started out
strong in 2000. The first instaliment was an unexpected comedic hit, spoofing all of the teenage horror films of the late ‘90s.
Based off the success of the first film, an
extremely sub-par sequel was churned out
quickly to exploit the clout of the “Scary Movie” name.
So now that the franchise had been built and
destroyed within two movies, the studio heads
went back to the drawing board to try and salvage whatever they could to squeeze out a
third film. “Scary Movie 3” is the
result.
:
SCARY

The

“Scary

original

Movie"

creators

films,

of the

ing laughter, while the very next scene is totally
dull. This pattern is consistent throughout the
entire film.
Another problem with the film is that one
would have had to have seen all the films that
“Scary Movie 3” parodies, in order to understand where the humor is coming from.
There are also too many times where the
film resorts to African-American stereotypes
for laughs. In an “8 Mile” spoof, all the black
people in the scene are instructed to make sure
that their guns are on “safety.” All the people in
the crowd pull out guns from his or her jacket.
Another scene contains cameo appearances by some of today's famous rappers and R&B
singer — like Macy Gray. They
all end up arguing about whoMOVIE
3
stepped-on-who's sneakers. To

@Runningtime 100 minutes = Quns and shoot each other.

Shawn, Marion and Keenan Ivory

@ Now playing at the

Wayans, were dropped from this

Bayshore Mea

installment and replaced with Da-

give it
and Roeper
@Ebert
two thumbs
down, ouch!

vid Zucker, writer and director of
the spoof classics, “Naked Gun”

and “Airplane!”
As one of the pioneers of these kinds of

spoof films, one would think that David Zucker

The

Wayans

brothers

did

audacity of David Zucker trying
to do this in his own film comes
off as completely unfunny and really offensive.
Although this film is not as funny as its pre-

decessors, “Scary Movie 3” has already made

“PG-13" rating, allowing for a bigger audience
to see the theatrical run of the film.

As a matter of fact, the only scary movies

that were satirized were “The Ring” and “The

Others.” Additional films that were used for
spoof fodder

were

non-horror

films such

as

“The Matrix,” “8 Mile” and “Signs.”

The plot of the film is basically a combination

of all these parodied movies’ themes, loosely
tied together as a mere device to allow various
amounts of hijinks to take place.
There undoubtedly are some laughs to be
had in the film, but they are very sporadic.
The pacing of the jokes is just not very consis-

tent. One scene will be well-executed, caus»

y be areilats Cod

in the previous two films, but the

trilogy. One of the reasons may be that the film
spoof scary movies.

infoe26-3928 mam

lot of black-stereotype spoofing

$47 million in its opening weekend. The reason

doesn't do what it was originally created to do:

room

a

and his team would make the witimate parody of
today’s horror films. That is not the case.

This movie is probably the least funny of the

an

settle the argument they pull out

Rated PG-19

brothers

friday, december 5

is because Dimension Films was able to pull a
The previous two films were rated “R,” and

this one should have been as well. Although

not as explicit as the first two films, the opening
scene alone where Pamela Anderson sharie-

lessly reveals her spilling cleavage from a lowcut shirt is already a little too much for a 13-

Advertis e with Th

year-old.

In any case, “Scary Movie 4” is already in
production with David Zucker as the director

again. And as long as there is an audience to
make money from, these kinds of movies will always be a presence in our movie theaters.

~ pe

It won't be long before "Scary Movie” starts

to parody itself.
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NCRT: Playing for 20 years
Continued from page 17

work directly with the technical director of NCRT and learn everything it takes to stage a production from stage design to casting. Theatre management interns work with the NCAT artistic
director and learn about what it takes to keep a community theatre running. Both these internships are potentially worth col-

lege credit.
“Local support and donations are the reason we've made it this

far,” said Thomas. “Actors are important but donations of lumber,
paint and money are also very important to keep things going. We
continue to need that support.”

. “I love seeing people come to the theatre for the first time,”
added Thomas. “A lot of people have never seen live theatre.

Everyone has a good time and it's worth the trip.”
NCRT began in 1983 with a single production of “She Loves

Me,” presented at the Eagle House in Eureka. A year later the
theatre began renting the building where it now resides, the former Salvation Army Hall located at 300 5th St. After interior renovations, including a raised stage and seating for 135 audience
members, NCAT presented its first full season in 1984-85. In
1996 NCRT took over ownership of the building and received

non-profit status. NCRT has been offering full seasons since
1985 and is currently the only community theatre group with its
own building devoted solely to producing stage plays.

Tickets to NCRT performances range between $20 and $25
Nov

Joyes

Hough

—

>

and can be reserved in advance by calling 268-0175. Season

tickets can also be purchased at a significant discount. Season
tickets include admission to all six productions and are $55. Students and seniors can buy a season ticket for $44. For additional
information on performance dates, auditions times, group rates,

etc. call 442-NCRT or visit the NCRT Web site.
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CHILDREN

SHEA FREELOVE
Age:22
Major. Circus Arts Major / Dence Minor
Where are you from: The House of Sin
Fevers mate: The Lenk Temnpiation of Sin
Favorite
band: The Dizzy Ciks
Favorite food: Luis Molina
- Best thing about school: We have an awesome
circus
Worst thing about school: Not enough support for
the circus
or sexuality.
What are you doing right now. Turing tricks on
the Quad with juggling
clubs
What do you wish you were doing: Having sex
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to me,

head coach ‘Arid Cuniba

said. “We really felt confident that
we Could be the GNAC champs
but obviously we. aren't there as
a team yet.”
‘Before the weekend,
the

‘Jacks were undefeated on the

Photo by Charlene Murphy

Photo courtesy of HSU Sports Information

road,

Left: 1984 HSU men’s soccer head coach Chris Hopper, middle: assistant coach Lyle Wilks and on the right, in the.
glasses Alan Exely began his coaching career at HSU first as assistant coach, now 20 years later he will retire as
the winningest soccer coach in HSU history.

Sports Eoitor

He played on the first HSU intercollegiate men’s soccer
team, has coached in 411 HSU soccer games sporting the
green and gold, and has served as a mentor and a leader
for hundreds’ athletes and after Monday's game at Simon
Fraser University head coach Alan Exley closed the book on

his soccer career at HSU.

roe

“se

Prior to the start of the 2003 men’s soc-

re|

cer season Alan Exley announced that he
would retire at season's

end.

After

as the head coach. Exley

made

“In

In addition to the extensive regular season travel the ‘Jacks
also have a demanding spring season travel schedule as well.
Between both competitive seasons, practice and recruiting, Exley was beginning to get weary by the demands of the traveling.
For the majority of Exley's coaching career he enjoyed much
success on the field. Exley led the ‘Jacks to nine seasons of
wining 10-plus games. In addition, Exley coached the ‘Jacks
to the Northern Californian Athletic Conference title in 1994 and
was named the NCAC Coach of the Year. He was selected three
times as the conference coach of the year and in 1989 he was
the NCAA Division I! West region Coach of

it more

both conference

games|

cie Self, was @1 bright spot for:
‘Jacks over the weekend
seven saves in the. game against,

SPU end Tt eaves nthe Sul oon,
test.

‘ Cumbo believes that the loss:
bari
cha hg law

the Year.

a 20-year ~ Losing has almost

a
19 of which were served

neutral-site

out in both of its GNAC games.

Exley says farewell after 20 years
By Charlene Murphy

not counting

games. The team just could not
get the offense going, being shut

However, in the past two seasons Exley's

winning trend has not followed. In the last two

difficult

seasons the ‘Jacks have only won a mere

to retire rather than

five games and accumulated 34 losses. This
season the ‘Jacks lost 19 games straight and
coach with the most wins
won just two. Nonetheless, Exley says that is
in HSU history — compilAlan Exley not his reason for opting to retire.
ing 169 wins.
“The last two years of my career have © 3
men's soccer head coach
“| committed myself
been atypical of my coaching caréer, here.
to 20 years,” said Exley.
Losing has almost made it more difficult to retire rather than eas“This job requires a lot of travel, and with
ier,” Exley said. “Ithas been really hard to watch us lose as much
my daughter away at college, | thought it
as we have the last couple of years, but it had very little influence
would be a good time to start spending
on my. decision to leave..It was more that | made the decision
more time with my wife.”
along time ago, how.long | would coach:”
Exley says he is he is not tired of the
Exley's plans for the future wiil first inélude taking some perextensive

will retire as the soccer

@aqsier.”

*conference title | game of soccer, but rather the

travel that goes into coaching the sport.
|
For Exley and the soccer team, the regular soccer season begins in mid-August and runs through the middie of November. In that time-span the ‘Jacks play usually play 21
games per season and with nearly haif of them on the road.
Throughout the season the ‘Jacks play at least two games
a week, sometimes traveling as far north as Burnaby, British
Columbia and as far south as Los Angeles.

sonal time for himself and his wife, Donna- whom he met.at HSU>

|

over 25 years ago. However, Exley will not be hanging the: towel
up from soccer entirély.

“I'd like to get back involved in refereeing,” Exley said. “And
I'd like to help the local youth league; doing some coaching oe:
sessment and.some.coach clinics.”
Exley said.he loves HSU. and is fortunate to have had the Op-

portunity Coach at HSU for as long as he did
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Sanumpay; Nov. 8
Women’s Soccer vs. W. Oregon

- | HSU Soccer Field, Noon.

Volleyball vs. Northwest Nazarene

“East Gym, 7 p.m
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and knowledge want answers to life's most

challenging questions like: What is ruty?""What ie the |
meaning and purpose of life?” “What is my direction in career and relationships?” Some answers are readily
accessible on the internet and publications.
Your creator God who is the source of all knowledge,
wants to give you the answers. He said: “Ask and it will

be given to you, seek and you will find, Knock and it
to you.” Mt.7:7 “Seek the Lord while he
will be operied

|By Stephen
Dorman
~ The ‘Jacks, coming off their
- first win since Sept. 25, host

_may be found. Bal ison Him while He ia neue” Is. 55:
6 “And you will seek me and find me when you search

for me with all your heart.” Jer. 29:13. God can-be found |
instantly through His Son Jesus who said, “| am the

way, the truth and the life.

No one comes

to the Father

me.” Jn 14:6 Wise men still seek Him. Do it
but through
listening.
andyer
Bible, pra
ing
by readthe
www.ccci.org/who is Jesus.

Seattle

University

on Thurs-

day and Northwest Nazarene on Saturday, in what will

be the team’s final two home

games of the 2003 season.

Last weekend, HSU used
an all-around team effort to
defeat Western Oregon 3030-25.
26-30,
31-29,
25,
Three ‘Jacks scored in double
figures, and a trio of outside

hitters; senior Rachael
erson, junior Jessica

and freshmen

HalvMurray

Kristen Kinzer

combined for 48 kills to lead

the ‘Jacks.
Senior middle blocker Vescinda Alvord also had a big
game against Western Oregon, recording 11 kills and
five block assists. Senior |ibero Kandis Benton had a

MASTERCARD Wien

match-high 26 digs for HSU.

|

iain Doesn't Prevent Pregnaney.

Emergeney Contraception Can.
Don't beat yourself up when things don’t go according to

Advertise with The

Lumberjack

call 826-3259 |

at some

a
ei

_| pharmacies. Cail Six Rivers Planngiererahood to find”
cane

RTHTOWN

Cease?

eo

oe

BOOKS

portunity play the role of spoiler when it comes to winning
the league title.
Both of this week's games

HIV toting

en

Rie

"ith contol

will

begin at 7 p.m. in the East
Gym.

ae

3 ee

~ team's remaining games

meaning HSU now has an op-

(EC)
Contraceptive

| pill. Now, you don’t even need a pr

‘letic Conference. All of the
be played within conference,

plan. You have up to 72 hours (3 days) after unprotected

intercourse to take the

The victory marked only
the third time HSU had played
a home match since Sept. 27,
right around the time the losing streak started.
HSU improved its record
to 5-17 overall and 3-11 in
the Greater Northwest Ath-

ae
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O SEL
SOME GOODS?
PLACE A CLASSIFIED
AD
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emotional loss in Redwoo
By Stephen |
Dorman
Starr Writer
HSU will be looking to
avenge its most bitter defeat
of the season this weekend
when the ‘Jacks travel to Monmouth to do battle with West-

Buy

ern Oregon.

¢ Sell - Trade

. The

w

x

Mon-Fri

Sat

teams

10:00-5:00

last

met

time

these

was

the

two

‘Jacks

home opener in early Septem-

10:00-3:00

ber when the Wolves defeated

CLOSED SUNDAY

HSU
time,
failed
ning

Eureka,CA 95501

(707) 445-8332 Fax: (707) 445-2196

ff

|.

23-22 in double overafter the green and gold
to score on a game-wintwo-point conversion at-

ee ee

[nte_national

Cuisine

en

Authentic tapas and daily specials from around the globe. Open daily for dinner S pm to
10 pm. Late-Nice Friday & Saturday until | am. Reservations suggested on weekends.

is
sat 11/08- 7:00pm:
SERGE & ELISE DUO

Bloomquest added that the

tough defeat would

not sour

what has been an extremely

pleasant tenure with the HSU
football program.
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Last week's 34-20 loss to
Western Washington dropped
HSU to 3-4 on the season
and 0-2 in the Greater NorthConference.
Athletic
west
The ‘Jacks have lost their last
three games, giving up 95 total points, after allowing only
46 points through the first four
games of the season.
The loss was especially
tough for the 20 seniors who
played on the ground up tire
remains of Goodyear’s Graveyard for the final time - Rewood Bowl.
“This game was a heartbreaker,” senior wide receiv-er Christian Bloomquest said.
“But we've got three more
games to play. This team has
to continue to work hard in
practice if we want to pick up
a few more victories."

ee

tempt.

Photoby Erik Fraser

pigappointed senior quarterback Chris Dixon sits on the

Washington in
lost to Western
the ‘Jacks
after game
sidelineshome
gold
in green

ae
eat
“| red-shirted as a freshprogman so this is my fifth year being here,” Bloomquest said. “There has been some positive

used to dwarf
ress these last few seasons, to the point that now we're competing with teams that
work with. This
us both on-and-off the field. Pius, the players and coaches have been wonderful to
has really been one of the best experiences of my life.”
to
Senior linebacker Travis Kinyon may have had the most difficult day of all. He was forced

watch his final home game from the bench after suffering a groin injury last week. “As a senior, bethere
ing on the sidelines was really hard,” Kinyon said. “| just wanted to grab my helmet, run out

and hit someone.”
Turning to this weekend's match up, the good news for the beleaguered HSU defense is that
Western Oregon is averaging only 95.6 rushing yards per game on the season - or to illustrate the
significance of the team’s recent inability to stop anything not directed by flight - 151.4 yards less
than the ‘Jacks defense has given up to opposing team's running backs over the last three games.
Also, senior quarterback Chris Dixon will get some more time to rest his injured ankle, which he

admitted after last weekend's loss bothered him to the point that he was being outrun by defensive linemen.

Look for a shootout in this one as the teams average a combined 690 yards and 43.5 points per
game on offense. Turnovers have also plagued each team recently. Last week Western Oregon

quarterback Ryan Thorson threw four interceptions against Central Washington, while HSU threw
three interceptions and lost two fumbies in its loss.
live on KATA 1340 a.m.
at 2 p.m. and is broadcast
game gets underway
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he HSU East Gym has undergone a face lift
ile zpast te
DB

Wholesale prices on sterling silver jewelry, semi-precious beads,
pearls, loose stones, samples, discontinued styles and more!

id years, and this semester concoreboard, repaintseason ticket hold-

for all the hoops in

meen

Saturday,

ist two seasons has
new ‘Jacks

ener

145

athlet-

an Lara

NOVembct
©,

Street

3

vertisement boards,

and added

132 new seats to the baseline and

side line to increase the capacity to 1,400 spectators.

Companion Animal Foundation

The increased seating has allowed for season
“:

sales to increase over the past two years.

Season ticket sales have increased from $30,402
in 2001-2002 to $98,538 in 2003-2004.
The

-

courtside

seats, which

are the padded

chairs added last year and are only available
through season ticket packages, run $275 for
baseline seats, and $300 for the “Pepsi Row”

sideline seats.

The price includes tickets to ev-

fy ‘Jacks home game.
“We have to make sure that our facilities are

tractive and adequate for our student athletes,”
HSU. athletic director Dan Collen said.
~The new scoreboard, which was donated by
psi in return for advertising in the gym, was

must for the ‘Jacks basketball teams this year

1e@ NCAA rule change that requires all
ve

@ scoreboard clock that counts

nds in the final minute of play.
y-have made it possible for these up| made without having to dip into the

i the company gave the ‘Jacks a $38,000
use on three new
>@-for the East Gym
tithe softball field
Pepsi also donates
‘the HSU

scoreboards. Two
and one will be infor the upcoming
$10,000 for schol-

athletic department every

ws v the fall and spring pocket sports

vat [the upgrades] have ees
definite-

bful for the whole environment of
r guard on the basketball team,
ma. major, Kaylin: Thornton said. “It
p-excitement.”
ee
wJacks have a Pepsi ‘iuminatin ‘sell only Pepsi products at

e eo

of the court-

rovem@nt to the gym that came
"y ontS budget was the repaint-

seats for reserved sea‘The painting, done by HSU
‘cost a little over $1 000.

Thrift store & animal program center

‘

>

707-826-PETS

Visit the Kitten Room
Adopt a kitten
Volunteer! Donate! Shop!

Spay/Neuter assistance offered
Humane Traps Available
88 Sunny Brae Center next to Ace Hardware
Open Tuesday to Friday 10-5 & Saturday 11-4

‘
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We on the editorial board feel we have spent our $10
very poorly in the past. Between
us, many
a $10 has
come and gone with not much to show for it For instance, a copy editor spent $10 on a used fish tank and
it is still empty in his room. The editor-in-chief burns $10 .
on hamburgers and fries almost nightly.
The Sustainable
Campus Task Force, through
its proposed Energy Independence Fund is giving us an op-

portunity for atonement. For $10 a semester, we could all

ra

Unfertilized
egg is removed from
Cow
—
B,

S

Electricity is se to
fuse the cell and egg

rr

contribute to making Humboidt's talk of innovative think-

ing a little less rhetoric and a lot more revolutionary.
The task force is confident, and it makes sense that

they would be, that once the money to initiate projects
comes in from students, matching grants can be found.

If they are found, the initiative would likely make HSU

(any cell) is |
oa

to divide as a
fertilized cell

Egg is non-surgically

.

completely energy independent by 2028, which, at first —
glance, looks like an absurd amount of time. We are already being hit with fee increases and we might all own
minivans by the time HSU becomes completely energy
independent.
The Task Force propose to use the initial flow of funding to invest in visible projects such as solar panels to
act as advertisements for appropriate technology.
It would be comforting to know that, as we “burn the
midnight oil” at the Lumberjack we are actually burning
solar power that was saved on a big ol’ battery.
It would also be fun, as the student newspaper, to

Cell Sasi
implanted into ~om(@))

Nine months later

-

mother, Cow C

a calf is born and

is genetically
identical to Cow A
eee

HEARING HUMBOLOT:

Would you eat products
from a cloned animal?

“| wouldn't
eat any food

_ “I'm not down for it. |
think it's another

from clones.
| don't care

chronicle all of the great projects that would become reality in the years to come. There are many ideas already
floating in the autumn wind, even though there are many

steps to be taken before the energy independence fund
will even be voted on by students next spring. The Stu-

gineering classes could come up with proposals, and

economics classes could help secure grants.
While we shy away from fee increases, this seems
like something we can put our hamburger and fish tank
money behind.

dinner. Hell no, | like it organic.”

Chris White
a.

Chris Enright
——

ENGTOT
4

we
oe Pe

to suppress anyone's opinions
or views and, furthermore, encourage open dialogue on
these topics.

MergeMedia “does

not

James Morgan also chose The

| believe personal attacks

AEE)

nia fire story as our lead story that day. The poll, as it has
most of the semester, complimented the lead story.
We (including James) extend
our
condolences
to
whomever has been affected, directly or indirectly, by
the ‘occurrences
in Southern California. | removed the
poll because of the extremely
emotional negative reactions
| heard, but do not believe it
was written in malice.

don’t belong in (even student)

~ should they have responses.

eRAORG

Lumberjack's Southern Califor-

to the poll, | would never want

journalism.

front page.
There are opportunities on
the poll, and in an editorial, for
people to comment on the site

ROS

As for dissenting reactions

stoop. We are a young publication, run by students, and
are working to become journalists. We do not advocate,
or practice bad journalism, as
we see it as detrimental to our
possible future careers. Any
such reference to us as irresponsible, | believe, is unwarranted.
As evidence of our responsibility, it should be noted that

still active, is no longer on the

[I

Trevor Hawkes
ican

Should we just let Southem California bum?”
ia
last week
poll posted
this ed
em
defends
Merg
|, as the editor of MergeMedia, would like to express
my view about controversy regarding a poll recently published on the Web site.
“Why not just let Southern
California burn?” is a poll written by our Text Editor, James
Morgan.
After two complaints the’
poll, though not deleted and

-

when they
“1 trust the
say it's safe, but that doesn't
mean I'm going to go try it.”

Bonny Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
MergeMedia.org

eI

to keep it natural.”

= RT

students of many different majors an unprecedented
to work on real projects. For instance, en-

“That's gross. | only want + “Mmm...Cloned beef, it's what'sfor

Cy RT

whether students will vote on the initiative next spring.
Physical Services would handle all the projects, but
students would be involved in all steps of the process.
. The Task Force thinks that the projects would provide

=

dent Fund Advisory Committee is voting this Friday on

=

———
~~
owe

nee

Apparently writing follow-ups is all the rage, so |
ae
-

thought I'd toss my beanie in the ring as well
© ininded, but thet doen mien Sy ehei-gee ease
knickers in a knot when a guy tries to bring some levity
letter was at exactly the word limit, though | must say

ete

ss eta atcan Apparently the only thing worse

the original unabridged version was much better. | had
to cut out the giant spider scene entirely.
Next, Mr. Rhodes accuses my letter of being a response

ate

Not a chance

to his. No offense, but Boxism goes far beyond Heir

| have just recently read the article
in the October 22 edition about Marriage Protection Week.

| am

enter

strong believer that same

a very

sex mar-

riages are wrong and immoral. While

the writer and | do differ in our beliefs,

ener

I think that while he may say that God

Sa

in His image to procreate
with those

oon,

is love, He did not make and form us
of the same sex; it’s obvious there are
two different parts that were made to
go together.

| believe that what Mr. Hodel says
is correct in all aspects, the intimacy
that

a man a woman feel when they

are in a loving relationship is like no

other. There is no way that a woman
and a woman or vice versa can ever

have together, they were not created
a

to be that way.
leat eerie die

As the writer of the article said that
having a week called “Marriage
Protection Week” is unjustifiable due to

gt

the constitution, | challenge that per-

Sn

son to do their research on what was
meant by that part of the constitution

when it was written. When it was originally written, it was put there to keep
the government out of the church's

Rhodes and his ideas. You can’t put Boxism in a box,
man. Boxism has to be free, like some kind of eagle or
that squiggly porn on channel 77.
Later, I’m accused
of crying elitism, which is laughable,
. 88 denigrating an elitist would be putting them below me
thus making myself an elitist as well. Fortunately for him

Kyle Findlan

lam, but unlike Rhodes, I'm an elitist elitist, which as we oN

Wildlife Senior

can all see is one better.

Arcata

Mergemedia is out of line
Lumberjack staffer voices his concems over Web site
Merge Media: posed the question
last week, “Why not just let Southern
California burn?” My first reaction to
this brilliant display of journalistic intrigue was disgust. My second reaction, | felt plain dirty, filthy and disgruntied that some student, especially
one within the Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, could
stoop to such an all time low and not
only disgrace their Web site but the
staff writers and editors
of the Lumberjack,
this university, and
the
community
at
large.
You see, as a writer for the
Lumberjack,
| spend a lot of time in
the week preparing stories for each issue, and | know for a fact that others
on the staff spend two or three times
as many hours as | do working on the
‘Jack. In addition to creating some of
their own audio/visual stories, Merge

business;
not to keep the church out

of the governments business. Our society has transformed
it to fit what they

want it to mean, as opposed to what it

M. Elaine McNeil
Cellular
and Molecular Biology

cate

too many are exposed.
Now, to be fair, the Editor in Chief
of Merge Media personally apologized
to me the day after | brought the issue up in a class we share, admitting
that what was posted probably went
over the line. In addition, she did pull
the poll the same night it was posted, while furnishing
us with a reason
in writing for its removal. Nevertheless, Mr. Funny continued
to bash the
southern portion of the state, never of-

by over-sensitive PC hippies, but it really isn’t anything other than satire.”
Over
sensitive?
Perhaps.
But
wouldn’t you be a little sensitive if

have been offended. Not that
he had
to, but it sure would have been nice.
That’s importantto note becausehe
was the person responsible
for putting
it up in the first place.
After spending time working with
people who help with Merge Media |
know that they are better than this. In-

your girlfriend's father
had been told

stead of posting a poll that emphasizes

to evacuate his home within five minutes? Or if you had to listen to stories
from your friends back home about
to walk
folks having to use respirators
down
the street?

conflicts within regions, why not show

fering an apology
to those who may

some of that Humboidt love and understanding
that | hear so much about
on the Quad day in and day out? Or ise
it all just a front?

Moreover, and most importantiy,to
all the people in the Southern Califor-

nia area, our
Media's Web site again.

May

are with you.

you ali be

ee

grect Ganpen.

i

was originally
there for.

sands stranded without clothes or
shelter as we enter the winter season.
Of course, the fine scholar who
posed the question — a former editor
of the Lumberjack none-the-less — was
quick to fire back with a cockamamie
response that it was all “satire.”
“The previous “question” was not a
question at all,” the man who we'll call
Mr. Funny wrote in an online response
to mounting criticism over the poll itself. “It was a statement: “Why not just

Arcata
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Kulica

” at Six Rivers Brewery, McKinleyvilie
Gypsy jazz. 6:30 p.m. 21+.

Mystical Arts of Tibet
at Matee! Community
Center

Tibetan monks from the Depung Loseling
Monestary sing
and dance in a purifica-

tion ritual for world healing. 6:30 p.m.
$20/adv. $24/door.
Call 923-3368 for

$2. 21+.

more info.

U.S. Army Field Band

at the Eureka Theater

—

jazz ensemble. 7 p.m.

Karaoke
with Makin’ Muzic
’ at Red Lion

9 p.m. Free.

Vagina Monologues Meeting

at Redwood Peace and Justice Center

Introductory
meeting for those interested
in the production
of Vagina Monologues,

the play.
7 p.m. Free.

Two Left Feet Dance Project
at Dancenter

Karaoke Express
at Six Rivers Brewery, Eureka

7:30 p.m. Free. 21+.

-THURSNOVO6
Amerindian Ethnobiology of
Guyana Talk
at the Natural History Museum

A slideshow/lecture on the flora and fauna of native Amazon people. $3/general,
$2/students. 8:15 p.m.

River Running in Grand
Canyon
on campus, at Science B, 135

Lecture, slides, video on the Colorado
River. 8 p.m. Free.

F

es

ea

A

Woodwinds Studio Recital
on campus, at the Fulkerson Recital Hall
6 p.m. Free..

Nine choreographers showcase different
dance groups including fire poi, salsa,
modern, ballet, jazz and more. Today, Fri.

The Collapse of the Christain
Cosmos
on campus,
at Founders Hall, 118

Lecture. 7 p.m. Free.

at Muddy Waters

Jazz. 8 p.m. Cost TBA.

The Carolines
at Six Rivers Brewery, McKinieyville

Rock. 8 p.m. $5. 21+.

Party Time Karaoke Express

at Humbokt Brewery, Eureka

8 p.m. Free. 21+.

A

Bradshaw

9 p.m. $5.

Sonata

on campus, at the Fulkerson Recital Hail

Shanti Groove, Lazybones

Being performed
by Gilbert Cline,

8 p.m. $5. 21+.

trumpet, Lynn Garrett, piano and others.
8 p.m.

Darediablo, Mountain Metal,
The Hitch

SUNNOVOS

etRumours

at The Alibi

Hard rock. 10:30 p.m. $3. 21+.

Makin’ Muzic Karaoke
at The Alibi

SATNOVO8

The “You Can Do It” karaoke show,
every Sunday. 10 p.m. $1. 21+.

Oso, Atomic Mint, Cubbyhole

Parts & Labor, Tyondai Braxton, Atomic Mint

at Placebo

Indie/pop. 8 p.m. $4.

at Saffire Rose

9 p.m. $5. 9 p.m. $2.
at Rumours

With Lion Stevie and King Ras John.

Roots reggae. 8 p.m. $10/adv., $13/door.
21+.

Vintage Soul

Un

at Blue Lake Casaino

on campus, at East Gym

Game. 7 p.m. Free. -

FRINOVO7
Madamede Squeeze

Vinyl
at Six Rivers Brewery, Eureka

:

Plus special guests. Latin groove. 9 p.m.

8 p.m. Free.

at Arcata Community Center

International Folk Dance Party

wood Peace and Juctice Center benefit

Plus Gingerbrown. Second annual Red-

A play based on early Klamath settlers. Playing through Sun. and Nov. 11

through Nov. 14. 7:30 p.m. $7/general,
$5/students and seniors.

|

Potluck

on campus,et
Bring a dish to share. 7 p.m.

AWOL One, Josh Martinez
at Saffire Rose
Hip-hop. 8:30 p.m. $10.

The Clint Warner
Band
at Blue Lake Casino

Blues.
9 p.m. Free.

Dancehall reggae DJ. 8 p.m. $2. 21+.

Blues. 9 p.m. Free. 21+.

Green Street Music, Major Tom

at Del’Arte

at Rumours

Pianist. 4 p.m. Free.

at Cafe Mokka

at Presbyterian Church

One Wise Sound

Jeanne Newhall
at Trinidad
Town Hall

$14/adv., $16/door. 21+.

In The Land of the

Auntie Em

sy

Women's Volleyball vs. Seattle:

With Bleach, Holland and Cameron

.at AfroDisiaco
7 p.m. Free.

py! ition

on campus, at the Soccer Field
Game. Noon. Free.

Pablo Moses, Massagana

etFiveDoth!Iron ChurchFrenzy
Jazz Collective

Groove. 10 p.m. Free. 21+.

and Sat., 8 p.m. Sun., 2 p.m. $7.

Refreshments, 7:30 p.m. Music and
dance, 8 p.m. $3.

Jones. 6 p.m. $12/advance, $15/door.

Women's Soccervs. Westem

at Humboldt Brewery

show. Food and drinks served. 7:30 p.m.
Donation.

Fall

Harvest Concert

at First Presbyterian
Church of Arcata

With The Arcata Interfaith Gospel Choirs.
Refreshments served. 7 p.m. Suggested
donation, $8/general, $5/students,
seniors.

MONNOV10
Poets
on the Plaza
at Plaza Grill

Open mic. five minute time limit. 8 p.m.

$1.

Natalie McMaster
on campus, at the Van Duzer Theatre

Celtic fiddler. 8 p.m. $30/general, $25/
seniors, $20/HSU students.

TUESNOV11
Liarbird, Lowlights, Paris
McClusky, Shaking Hands

Twizted, LCA, P.H.I.S.T.
at Club West
Rap/death metal. 8 p.m. $20.

at Placebo

Folk/rock. 8 p.m. $3.

Return
of the Scorcher
on campus,
at Seimens Hall, 108

Women's Volleyball vs. Northwest Nazarene
on campus,
at East Gym

Film and dialog on bicycles and cam-

pus transportation
issues. Food will be
served.
7 p.m. Free.

Game.
7 p.m. Free.

GOTANYPLANS?
Let us know at thejack@humboidt.edu

Before respon
to thedin
adversge. BAY BOAT RIDES, Rentals&

ments requesting
money to be sent

or giving a credit card number. over
the phone,

you may want to. contact

Lessons. Sail, row, kayak and
Water

Taxi

tours,

clinics

and

the local Better Business Bureau to

Classes ongoing for young
and

verify the authenticity
of the company.

old.

The Lumberjack
is not responsible for
the validity of any offers advertised.

TIN CAN
MAILMAN
buys
books, including textbooks, daily
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Cash or
trade credit—your
choice. Comer of

10th and H. Friendly staff, wonderful books. Since 1972. 822-1307.

JADA COMMUNICATIONS.

Internet Service and Design.
Unlimited Internet access $15/
month. Excellent tech support and
customer service. Locally owned
and operated. www.jadacom.net.
(707) 822-8291.

PROFESSONIAL MUSIC studies.
Learn from a teacher who has
been there. Check out the gigs,
publications and recordings at:
www.sydmusic.com/marco.

FOREST VIEWS.
Five minutes to HSU. Nicely remodeled
mobile home. Furnished 2 BD

Yard.

Bay's

sloughs
and
islands
from
Woodley isiand Marina. Click on
humboats.com or call HumBoats: 707-444-3048.

tae
GET YOUR TICKETS I!!!
Tix stil available to Natalie
MacMaster (Mon, 11/10); David
Lindley (Thur, 11/13); Savion Glover
(Sat, 11/15); Ozomatli (Fri, 12/6);
Geoff Hoyle (Sat, 12/6). Call 826-

UP JUMP THE BLUES at the
Alibi with Big Earl and the
Crying Shame. Fine rhythm and
blues experience fo' yo' ass.
This ain't no Dead set - keep
that noodle with your meatball.
Sat, Nov 15 at 9 pm at the
Alibi... on the Plaza in Arcata.

on someone's wall?
You shouldn't have...
A mounted

and framed color

print of this image (the only
one in existence!) was taken
from the Van Duzer Theatre
lobby, and the artist would love
to get it back! If you have any
info regarding its whereabouts,
please call 822-0424 or e-mail

jchapman@reninet.com.

FREE
ART
SHOWS
AT
HSU. November ist- November
20th. Colleen Sidey at the Foyer
Gallery: mixed media site specific
sculpture
installation. Honors
Photo group show at the Karshner
Lounge:
mixed
photography.
Maxx Friedrich at Windows Cafe:

SALE

Lg.

Humboldt

3928 for more information.

SERVICES

1 BA

Tour

-

Garden.

ceramics.

Two

decks. $24,000. Call Chuck
822-1694/owner.

@

MECHANIC’S SPECIAL. ‘91
Chevy Blazer S-10 Tahoe.

4-

door, 4WD, 4X4 (only
used a few
times), 190K. Runs, but needs

some lovin’. $1500 OBO. Cail
445-3913 if you know a sweet

* Brakes
(free inspection & estimate)

in front of you in 9 pt. font.

FRATERNITIES - Sororities Groups.

Pd

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Earn

$1,000 - $2,000 this semester

SNOWBOARD

with a proven CampusFundraiser

This Saturday, Nov 8 at Arcata

3 hour fundraising

Our

High School, 8 am - 2 pm. Buy

free programs make fundraising
easy with no risks. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, So get
with the program!
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.cam
pusfundraiser.com.

& Sell New & Used Skis, Boots,
Boards, Bindings and Winter

event.

* Cooling Systems
* Clutches » Engine Overhauls

)

OPPORTUNITIES

Clubs-Student

* Electrical Repairs

JEEP

opportunity when it appears right

Apparel

and

Ski and Swap.

benefit the Arcata

High School Interact Club.

fA
z.
©
fe @}

9
4

a
ba)
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AUTOMOTIVE

* Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

= ore

822 - 3770
513

Jj

Street,

Arcata
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